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Certification Review
1. A legal term that gives the creator of an original work exclusive rights to it. A. Bitmap

2. Where can you find the vector musical note? B. Project Purpose

3. The only tool that selects sample all layers and modify the brush size. C. Project Scope

4. When you do this to an image, the number of pixels in the image changes. D. Resample

5. Allowing the designer to respond to feedback throughout the process is a
benefit of?

E. JPEG

6. This option will allow you to automatically update a logo on your business
card.

F. Quick Selection Tool

7. File format that supports unlimited colors and full transparency. G. Copyright

8. File format that supports only 256 colors and can be a GIF substitute. H. TIFF

9. File format that supports all features of Photoshop. I. Placed Linked

10. File format suggested for still images, photographs, and images that
have complex colors.

J. PNG-8

11. File format supported by most paint, image-editing, and page layout
applications.

K. Layers to Files

12. This menu option allows you to export each layer, including hidden layers,
to a separate PNG-24 file.

L. Open as Smart Object

13. This is the cost estimate and the project schedule. M. Rasterize

14. Convert an image stored by a geometric formula to pixels. N. Crop

15. An image created by colored dots on a grid. O. Leading

16. An image created by defining points and curves. P. Custom Shape

17. Adjust the number of points in the image. Q. Iterative Design

18. The menu option you would use to insert the reference into your
document.

R. Vector

19. One of the three pieces of information you must include in a project goals
document.

S. PNG-24

20. This is also known as line spacing. T. PSD
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